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Literacy 

As the Prep III class have began their journey into the Leaver’s Programme, they have been involved with exciting 

workshops, both virtually and not, the children have had a great time and learnt a lot! For our Recount this week, the 

children will be recounting a chosen workshop they have been involved with so far to use ‘WOW’ vocabulary such as, 

similes, adjectives and adverbs to describe the experience. In addition, the children will be encouraged to use differ-

ent sentence types, such as command, exclamation, statement and question sentences. At home, the children can 

keep a journal of activities that they complete outside of school, encourage them to use ‘WOW’ words to recount the 

experience.  

Maths  

The children will continue their learning of multiplication, learning the different vocabulary that is associated with this 

to complete the problem solving task. The children will continue to use variety of multiplication methods, such as the 

short and long multiplication to complete their work. The children will continue to use the ‘RUCSAC’ approach to help 

them understand what calculation they need to use as well as the method. The children will continue to practise their 

reasoning skills, explaining to the group how they have answered the question and why they have chosen that spe-

cific method. At home, the children can continue with their learning by creating their own problem for the family to 

solve. To make it more creative they can include a timer to see which family member gets the answer the quickest. 

Ensure that they are reasoning with their answers! 

 

Project 

The children will be developing their historic skills of interpretation by looking at the impact the digital revolution 

has on the environment and our lives. They will be using sources to help them identify these causes as well as having 

a greater understanding of how the digital revolution as changed overtime. To further their understanding, the chil-

dren will be encouraged to make inferences from sources for constructing personal viewpoints. At home, the children 

can complete a detailed leaflet showing the difference between the industrial revolution and digital revolution. En-

courage them to use reliable sources to help them! 

Science  

In Science this week, the children will be learning about the relationship of the Earth, Sun and Moon. They will be 

learning and using key vocabulary such as; axis, orbits and rotations. In addition, the children will know that the Earth 

orbits around the Sun once a year and the Moons takes 27 days, looking in detail and what happens. The children will 

then create a learning poster showing the rotations of the Earth, Sun and Moon, using scientific vocabulary to explain 

what is happening. At home, the children can create a 3D model of the Earth, Sun and Moon, showing there relation-

ship in the Solar System.  


